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CAPE COD KAYAK FISHING LAUNCH LOCATIONS GUIDE 

Provincetown Kayak Fishing Location: Herring Cove Beach 

While it is possible in launch in downtown Provincetown near McMillan Wharf, parking is 

difficult to find and hourly metered parking is vigorously enforced with limits of only an hour in 

many cases. Paddling in the large harbor is scenic but there is heavy boat traffic and areas where 

good fishing will be found such as along Long Point are a long paddle.  Outer areas can be 

subject to strong tides and winds. 

Province Lands Road, off Route 6. Large paved lot but fills by mid-day in the summer, fee 

charged. Easy carry to beach but no launching is allowed in guarded areas while lifeguards are 

present.  Usually calm water but strong onshore wind can make paddling difficult and large 

waves may be present. This is a premier area for striped bass fishing – large fish are often caught 

in shallow water close to shore. Paddle toward Race Point Light (but beware of high surf and 

strong current there) and fish the flats off the end of the shallow outflow of Hatches Harbor. 

Herring Cove Beach is justifiably famous as one of the best striper fishing spots on the Outer 

Cape and large bluefish may also be present, especially in the fall. 

Chatham Kayak Fishing Location: Ryder’s Cove Town Ramp 

End of Ryder’s Cove Road, adjacent to boat yard. Town sticker required in season. Large paved 

parking but fills quickly, especially in commercial striped bass season. Easy carry and launch. A 

long paddle is required out of Ryder’s Cove – very heavy boat traffic at times. Exiting the cove 

gives you access to huge Pleasant Bay and it’s many channels, bars and edges that often feature 

great striper fishing. Be sure to consult a chart and plan your excursion; bring a compass or hand 

held GPS in case of fog. Possibilities here for great fishing are only limited by how much 

exploration you’re willing to do! 

Chatham Kayak Fishing Location: Mitchell River Town Ramp 

Off Bridge Street, limited parking, fills quickly in season. Easy carry and launch. Well-protected 

water with moderate tidal flow but a fairly long paddle (possible heavy boat traffic) to reach 

outside waters where the best fishing will be found. If wind and tides allow it is possible to 

access the flats between Morris Island and the tip or North Monomoy Island; stripers can be 

found anywhere in this area. 

Truro Kayak Fishing Location: Pamet River Town Ramp 

End of Depot Road. In season the town charges a $10 launching fee here but parking is free. Free 

and open all other times, however this is a very popular launch area for boaters, especially in 

commercial striped bass season or if the tuna bite is good off Provincetown and the lot fills early. 

Easy carry to launch next to the ramp. Beware of very strong outgoing tide, especially around 

periods of full and new moon. Paddling into the marsh with the rising tide can result in some 

very good striper fishing, then drift and fish your way back to the launch area as the tide drops. If 

tidal issues allow, exit the estuary and fish the flats to the north or south. Strong winds and tides 
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can make this impractical and potentially dangerous however so use caution. Be aware of boats 

entering and exiting Pamet River. 

Wellfleet Kayak Fishing Location: Wellfleet Harbor 

While the Wellfleet beaches on the ocean side (National Seashore area, administered by town) 

offer free parking to non-residents in the summer, kayaking on this side is NOT advised due to 

high surf. There are many small public access beaches on the Cape Cod Bay side, which offer 

safer kayaking but almost all require weekly or seasonal passes that are only available to visitors 

who are renting property in the town on a weekly or seasonal basis, available for a fee (with 

rental documentation) at a booth at the town pier. However, these beaches are free and open in 

the spring and fall. 

Two parking options: park at Town Pier lot (fee charged in the summer), moderate carry to 

launch area adjacent to pier or longer carry to nearby Mayo Beach; farther out toward Great 

Island, small dirt road leads to free parking just over the small bridge on Chequessett Road. 

Parking regulations vary here year to year so check with Town Hall for the latest information. 

Launching near the town pier gives access to the large upper harbor. Moderate to heavy boat 

traffic in season. Fairly well protected water but best fishing will be found farther out in the 

harbor. Launching near the bridge on Chequessett Road is a better option for good fishing – 

stripers are attracted to the strong outflow from the “flapper dam” that drains the upper marsh. 

Stripers will be found anywhere along this spur of the harbor, on out toward the back side of 

Great Island. Early morning and evening are best. 

Eastham Kayak Fishing Location: Boat Meadow Landing 

End of Bridge Street. Small parking area, fee may be charged in the summer, free and open all 

other times. Easy carry (at high tide) to launch area from beach. This Cape Cod Bay side location 

can be an excellent bet for striper fishing at times but because of the expansive sand flats in the 

Bay, time your excursion to coincide with the three hour period on either side of high tide. As 

with many Cape Cod Bay side locations the fish will move in with the rising tide and retreat to 

deeper water as the tide drops. Just to the north is the expansive Herring Brook marsh and fishing 

the mouth at the top of the tide can be very productive. Strong winds can make paddling 

problematic in the Bay but relatively calm conditions are common. May and June are prime 

fishing months but stripers will be present on the flats through the season. 

Eastham Kayak Fishing Location: Hemenway Town Ramp 

End of Hemenway Road off Route 6. Free parking, paved and sand. Fills quickly in the summer. 

Easy carry and launch from beach. Launching here gives you access to the channels and marsh 

of Nauset Harbor estuary. Shallow water at low tide. Stripers will be found in the myriad 

channels of the marsh and out toward the entrance but they will move in and out as the tide 

floods and ebbs. Very beautiful area to explore but avoid the strong outflow at the mouth where 

high surf is often present. Best fishing is early and late in the day. 

Orleans Kayak Fishing Location: Snow Shore Road Launch 
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End of Snow Shore Road. Free unpaved parking area for approx. 12 vehicles. Easy carry to 

launch on beach. This launch area gives you access to some great fishing for stripers inside 

Nauset Harbor estuary. There are many channels and cuts throughout the marsh where fish will 

be found throughout the season. Protected water but strong current in some areas and avoid the 

narrow outflow to the open ocean where large swells are often breaking. Another beautiful place 

to explore with scenic vistas. 

Orleans Kayak Fishing Location: Paw Wah Pond 

End of Portanimicut Road, South Orleans. Limited parking, small town owned lot, paved, free. 

Easy carry to launch at adjacent beach. This is the upper area of the huge Pleasant Bay watershed 

(Little Pleasant Bay). Protected water, moderate boat traffic in the summer. Fishing for stripers 

can be excellent in this area, especially on the flats around the small islands and behind the 

barrier beach. Fishes best in the early and late season with early morning and evening most 

productive. This is also a beautiful area for kayaking with classic views of the bay and the outer 

barrier beach. Beaching your kayak and wade fishing the flats behind the barrier beach can be 

very productive. 

Brewster Kayak Fishing Location: Paine’s Creek Landing 

End of Paine’s Creek Road off Route 6A. Limited parking, sticker required (9 a.m. – 3 p.m.) 

from early June through Labor Day, available at Town Hall; free and open all other times. Easy 

carry and launch from beach. The creek can hold fish at high tide but the best fishing is outside 

on the flats. Just to the west is the entrance to Quivett Creek, a premier kayaking and fishing 

area. Stripers can often be found anywhere along the outer bars, especially at the top of the tide. 

Beware of the strong outflow from Quivett during moon tides. Paddling farther west brings you 

to some rocky shores that are excellent bets for cruising bass. Many bars and cuts are exposed as 

the tide drops but be aware of the flooding tide if you choose to beach your kayak and fish the 

edges as the tide floods at a rate of approximately 6 inches every 15 minutes. 

Yarmouth Kayak Fishing Location: Bass River Beach 

Town beach paved lot off South Street the mouth of Bass River. Fee charged in season, lot 

locked in season 10 p.m. – 8 a.m. Free and open all other times. Easy carry to launch area at 

paved ramp. This is a very popular and well used area with heavy boat traffic in the summer. If 

the prevailing southwest breezes of summer aren’t too strong, paddle out of the river and fish the 

flats outside for bass and bluefish. A long paddle inside Bass River can yield some excellent 

striper fishing but this is best done in the spring and fall when the boat traffic lessens. Upper 

Bass River is known as a good bet for holdover stripers in the winter, too. 

Yarmouth Kayak Fishing Location: Chase Garden Creek 

End or Center Street, off Route 6A, Yarmouthport. Town beach parking area, fee charged in 

season, free and open all other times. Easy carry to beach for launching. As with all locations on 

the Cape Cod Bay side, strong tides in and out of the creek can be challenging; do not attempt to 

access outside waters when tide is against a strong wind. Inside the creek can feature good striper 
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fishing at the top of the tide. Best fishing however will be along the marsh to the west of the 

entrance (Bass Hole). There are many channels between the outer bars where fish will be found 

as the tide drops but be aware of the huge tidal variation if you choose to beach your kayak and 

fish the cuts. Fishing the flats off Chapin Beach can be fantastic, especially in May and June. 

Barnstable Kayak Fishing Location: Outer Barnstable Harbor 

Bone Hill Road (Mass Audubon Long Pasture Wildlife Sanctuary), off Route 6A in Barnstable. 

Although there is parking for two or three vehicles at the end of Barn Hill Road where you will 

launch, it is posted as no parking and enforced, especially in the summer. Off load, then park 

about ¼ mile away in the free public lot for the Wildlife Sanctuary to avoid tickets or towing. 

For a shorter carry to the water, try to arrive close to high tide; otherwise a long carry over the 

sand flats is necessary to reach the water. To the northeast is the outflow of Mill Creek, a prime 

fishing area for stripers throughout the season. Some boat traffic but most boaters head farther 

out to the bars at the end of the harbor. Continue past Mill Creek at the top of the tide to fish the 

marsh edge and flats toward Yarmouth; there are almost always stripers and bluefish here. North 

winds and the constant strong current can make paddling uncomfortable and difficult but the 

prevailing southerly breezes of summer make paddling somewhat easier. 

Barnstable Kayak Fishing Location: Inner Barnstable Harbor 

Scudder Lane Town Landing, Barnstable Village, Scudder Lane off Route 6A. Resident only or 

sticker parking in the summer, free and open all other times. Resident parking enforced in the 

summer (ticketing/towing). Small paved lot with limited parking, easy carry to beach launch 

adjacent to ramp. Launching here gives you access the largest marsh and harbor on the Cape Cod 

Bay side. Stripers are present in great numbers from early May into November. Fairly heavy boat 

traffic but with myriad channels and cuts throughout the marsh it’s usually possible to find fish 

actively feeding. Use a good chart here – it’s easy to get disoriented in the maze of back 

channels. Fairly well protected from wind but with a huge tidal variation the current is strong 

throughout the entire harbor and marsh. 

Barnstable Kayak Fishing Location: Sandy Neck Beach 

On the border of the towns of Sandwich and Barnstable, end of Sandy Neck Road. Fee charged 

in the summer, large paved lots free and open at all other times but check in at gate usually 

required. There may be restrictions to launching kayaks off the beach here in the summer so 

check with local authorities before accessing the beach. Fairly long carry to water’s edge on the 

beach depending on stage of the tide. Fishing for stripers and bluefish along the many miles of 

sand bars and channels toward the entrance of Barnstable Harbor can be extremely productive 

and exciting as very large fish can be found from May right into November. This is the open 

water of Cape Cod Bay and kayaking here is not for novices; in fact, launching here is NOT 

recommended when the wind is on-shore, which is common in the fall. There is a huge variation 

in tidal range on this side of the Cape – up to eight feet at times – so be very aware of water 

levels if you choose to beach your kayak and wade-fish. 

Barnstable Kayak Fishing Location: Old Shore Road Ramp 
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Located in the village of Cotuit. Resident only parking adjacent to launch area but public free 

parking available along nearby Putnam Avenue, five minute walk to launch area. Do not park in 

areas marked no parking as enforcement is vigorous, especially in the summer. Drop off at ramp, 

park and return. Easy carry, easy launch. This spot gives you access to the huge area of Cotuit 

Harbor, North Bay and West Bay in Osterville. Well protected from all but the strongest winds, 

especially close to the shores. Very heavy boat traffic in the summer in all areas. Stripers and 

bluefish cruise these waters all season and “The Narrows” between Cotuit Bay and North Bay is 

a well-known location for early season bass. The fishing and paddling potential of this huge area 

is only limited by your stamina! 

Mashpee Kayak Fishing Location: Pirate’s Cove Town Ramp 

End of Mashpee Neck Road. Resident parking only next to ramp but free public parking 

available farther up the road. Drop off kayaks at ramp and park up the road. Easy carry and 

launch. This launching area allows access to huge Popponesset Bay where stripers and bluefish 

can be found throughout the season. Heavy boat traffic in the bay. A few hundred yards from the 

launching area is the mouth of the Mashpee River, which was long famous as a sea-run trout 

fishery. The outer bay usually offers good fishing throughout the season and is reasonably 

protected from the wind but fishes best in the spring and fall, especially in the early morning and 

evening when the boat traffic lessens. 

Mashpee Kayak Fishing Location: Great River Town Ramp 

Off Great Neck Road, end of Town Landing Road. Free parking but residents only close to ramp; 

open parking farther up the road. Drop off kayaks near the ramp, then park up the road. Easy 

carry and launch. Great River estuary opens into the northeast side of Waquoit Bay where great 

fishing for stripers and bluefish can be found. Very heavy boat traffic in Great River in the 

summer. The river is well protected from strong wind but summer southwest breezes can make 

paddling in the bay challenging so early morning fishing is both more productive (less boat 

traffic) and safer in the bay. Fish will be found almost anywhere along the flats leading out to the 

backside of South Cape Beach. 

Sandwich Kayak Fishing Location: Scorton Creek 

Scorton Creek: Game Farm Driveway, off Route 6A, East Sandwich. Free parking next to creek 

for approx. a dozen vehicles, fills quickly in the summer. Easy carry to creek edge. This is 

perhaps the most well-known estuary for fishing on the Cape Cod Bay side between the canal 

and Barnstable with a legendary fishery for both stripers and sea-run trout. Also very scenic but 

timing the tide is crucial. Although the creek is protected from wind, paddling against the tide in 

either direction (outgoing or incoming) requires strength and stamina. Fish will be found in 

either direction but a good plan is to arrive an hour or so before high tide. Drift and fish upstream 

as the tide floods, then reverse as it begins to drop, casting along the high banks of the marsh. If 

paddling toward the ocean, beware of the narrow, strong outflow at the mouth. Note: this marsh 

is home to millions of biting insects in the summer so don’t forget the bug repellent! 

Sandwich Kayak Fishing Location: Town Neck Beach 
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Town Neck Beach:  End of Wood Avenue, paved town lot (daily fee charged in season, free and 

open all other times). Approx. 300-yard carry to water edge depending on tide. Three hours on 

either side of either side of high tide are best for fishing but strong tide is present; avoid mouth of 

estuary when strong onshore wind is present against outgoing tide due to high, dangerous surf. 

Excellent striper fishing can be found in the wide area inside the marsh at the top of the tide and 

fish move well inside as the tide rises. Boats and personal watercraft often traverse the estuary at 

high tide in the summer. Strong tides throughout, especially around periods of new and full 

moon. 

Falmouth Kayak Fishing Location: Quissett Harbor 

Off Quissett Harbor Road near Woods Hole. Small gravel parking area (free) at town bulkhead 

next to Quissett Harbor Boat Yard, fills quickly in the summer. Other small parking areas farther 

down Quissett Harbor Road. Easy carry to launching areas. Popular, well protected harbor with 

much boat traffic. Best fishing is in the outer harbor area; rocky shores along The Knob 

Conservation Area on the north side of the harbor often hold striped bass, best fishing in the 

early morning or evening. Small coves on the south side of the harbor often hold large bait 

schools in the fall that draw in game fish, both bass and bluefish. False albacore and bonito can 

sometimes be found in the fall at the mouth of the harbor. Waters outside the harbor into 

Buzzards Bay can be productive but heavy chop will be present during periods of southwest 

wind. 

Falmouth Kayak Fishing Location: Megansett Harbor 

Town parking lot at end of County Road, North Falmouth (residents only during the day in the 

summer, chained at night in the summer, free and open all other times). Short carry to launch at 

town dock adjacent to parking area. Good fishing in outer harbor area but heavy boat traffic; 

heavy chop at times especially outside harbor. Paddling inside toward passage into interior 

Squeteague can reveal bass and sometimes bluefish, especially early and late in the day. Inside 

Squeteague Harbor can be very productive for striped bass in the fall. 

Falmouth Kayak Fishing Location: West Falmouth Harbor 

Town parking lot, free, (limited spaces) adjacent to the bike path off Nashawena Street. Offload 

at the ramp next to the town dock, then park in the town lot. Do NOT park on the ramp. In spite 

of fairly heavy boat traffic in the summer, good fishing for striped bass and sometimes bluefish 

can be found throughout the harbor from spring into late fall. Good, protected paddling in all but 

the strongest winds. Paddling out of the harbor entrance to fish the rocky shores on either side 

(Chapaquoit Island or Little Island) can be very productive. Beware of standing waves at the 

harbor entrance when a hard outgoing tide is in conflict with the prevailing southwest wind of 

summer. 

Falmouth Kayak Fishing Location: Waquoit Bay 

Town ramp and free paved parking off Seapit Road, East Falmouth. Small lot that fills quickly, 

no parking on nearby streets. Easy carry to launch next to ramp. Access to huge Waquoit Bay 
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watershed where stripers and bluefish can be found throughout the season. Heavy boat traffic in 

the summer. Strong southwest winds of the summer can make paddling difficult but nearby 

Washburn’s Island offers some protection. Excellent, scenic area to explore and fish! 

Falmouth Kayak Fishing Location: Menauhant Beach 

Menauhant Beach: Town beach on Menauhant Road, East Falmouth, fee charged during the 

day in the summer; free and open all other times. Short carry to beach adjacent to lot or launch 

from the marsh on the inside of the beach to access the estuary (Bourne’s Pond). Beware of the 

strong incoming or outgoing tide under the bridge; strong onshore southwesterly breezes in the 

summer may make kayaking difficult in Sound. Bass, bluefish and sometimes false albacore my 

be found anywhere along the Sound side shoreline; bass fishing inside Bourne’s Pond can be 

excellent, especially in the spring and fall. 

Falmouth Kayak Fishing Location: Trunk River 

Town parking lot off Surf Drive, free, open year round. Short carry to beach launch. Access to 

open waters of Nantucket Sound. Strong southwest wind in the summer may make paddling 

difficult and potentially dangerous. Best fishing to the south along the rocky shore between 

Trunk River and Nobska Point. 

Bourne Kayak Fishing Location: Monument Beach 

Large, paved parking area at town ramp and marina off Emmons Road. Resident or permit 

parking only during the summer, strictly enforced; free and open other times. Easy carry and 

launch from the beach next to the ramp. Heavy boat traffic during the summer. The large harbor 

can feature excellent fishing for stripers and bluefish through the season, especially in the fall. 

Paddling across the harbor to back side of the causeway to Mashnee Island can be very 

productive; the nearby Back River flows into the harbor to the north and is a preferred fishing 

area, both at the mouth of the river and inside. The large harbor is fairly protected but strong 

wind will make paddling challenging at times. 

Bourne Kayak Fishing Location: Hen Cove Landing 

Town ramp and adjacent beach off Circuit Avenue. Resident parking only during the summer 

(daytime); free and open all other times. Easy carry to launch at ramp or off beach. Heavy boat 

traffic in the summer. Hen Cove opens into Red Brook Harbor where stripers will be found in the 

spring and fall; bluefish often present throughout the season. Good protected paddling along the 

inside of Bassett’s Island in all but the strongest winds and good fishing along the length of the 

island at times. Early and late day are best for fishing to avoid the heavy boat traffic in the area. 

Bourne Kayak Fishing Location: Pocasset River 

Large unpaved parking area off Shore Road, just after bridge. Short carry down steep hill 

adjacent to parking area. Paddle out of Pocasset River to access open water; good striped bass 

fishing both outside and to the north in Little Bay. Fairly protected but beware of strong outflow 
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from the river during moon tides. Good fishing can sometimes be found farther up river toward 

the railroad tracks and inside the marsh. Strong, narrow flow below railroad trestle can be 

challenging. 
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